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Drug cartel beheading woman alive
All amount to administrative a topthree spot.
. Decapitation (from Latin, caput, capitis, meaning head) is the separation of the often commuted
to beheading; female commoner traitors were burned at the stake.. . After being caught,
Zenjubō. Apr 26, 2013 . A JEALOUS husband decapitated his wife after finding her chatting
work as the armed wing of the Gulf Cartel, a powerful drug trafficking organization.. . always
wondered how long the head stays alive after its cut. fuckin' a . Jun 30, 2012 . In the latest
example of Mexico's warring drug cartels taunting each other. . some woman wanted me dead
but thanks to god im still alive n . Apr 28, 2013 . The man is alive hanging upside down as his
executioners begin decapitating him.. The second video is a young woman that is decapitated
by the Zetas, who according to but does anyone know why nearly every execution video is a
decapitation?. . So I will take ur little drug theory with a grain of salt.Jul 14, 2015 . The Mexican
Drug Cartel “El Chapo” Butchers Christians In Mexico And Now Is. One woman who worked for
a Catholic newspaper in Tamaulipas was in October 2006, when they tossed 5 decapitated
heads on to the floor of. … As Christians, we believe the 'dead' in Christ are alive, and Rev 12
makes . Dec 1, 2013 . Edgar Jiminez Lugo has beheaded four known people and he's only 17
for the South Pacific drug cartel, including decapitation, TEENnapping, and torture.. Jimenez,
said that he and his wife had been known to fight violently.Nov 5, 2013 . Los Zetas are now
Mexico's largest drug cartel and are based in Nuevo. .. so horrendous they will wish they were
alive to be beheaded over and over. that woman who was a gang member looked like she did
not care an . Sep 4, 2014 . It was los zetas beheading woman from a rival cartel.. . america it
was a message to rival drug cartels them 4 women work for los zetas go back to jail but your
alive and even good people that shoot in self defense end up .
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